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The Effect of One Divided by Zero is Big Bang 
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Abstract— What is the reason behind big bang happened? before to answer this question let us try to know what is the creator. The creator is energy to 

whom it is not necessary at all to transform from one state to another (different energy). It is the extreme static circumstances of smallest atom (foton or 

smaller than foton which is greatest or Big O by imagination) of light energy where every kinds of information or knowledge are stored and where  time 

is zero. As a result of extreme static circumstances and extreme timelessness, big bang or move of  time is created from the birth of wish of getting move 

and time. Birth of wish means birth of every kinds of information or knowledge. The first wish is counting wish which is created from uncountable state 

of timelessness by the pressure of static force of changing timelessness state which is numbering by imagination. That means, information of number 

system to our sense are also stored there. That means, every information of mathematics are also stored there. It is not only mathematics rather every 

kinds of information have born by the starting of division mathematics of one by zero which is endless. The information of this division mathematics is 

also stored there by the association of more state of number to the less such as how much association of one into zero(like, how 15 mango associated 

into 3 person, 15/3) by the static force and by the logical demand. Logical demand of mathematics is immortal. To me, the continuous running of having 

infinite force of this quotient and remainder is circular expansion of created heated smoke which was happened at the center point of foton as a result of 

huge friction. As a result, huge sound was created which is known as big bang, the expansion of which is still running. So I want to say that, The effect of 

one divided by zero is big bang. 
 

Index Terms—  Artificial Intelligence, Big Bang, Theory of Everything, Division Mathematics, Big Number Association on small Number by Force, 

Knowledge, Birth of Wish, Count Wish is Mathematical Function. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ig bang theory is a given scientific theory about the origin 
of the universe. The any one of many specialty of this 
theory is on a special moment this universe is created 

instead of any sequential process. According to this theory, 
about one thousand and three hundred and seventy five crore 
year before from today this universe was created from super 
densed and heated circumstances. Which was started from a 
ancient point state. In this circumstances, every mater and 
energy were at in a state of very heat and dense. But there is 
no similar opinion found among the scientist of physics about 
what were exist before this state. 

2     BACKGROUND 

A question of to know has grown in my mind from 
the very eagerness of to know the creator that why big bang 
was happened. I can know from the holy quran that, the 
creator is special kind of light who knows everything which 
existed inside and outside of this universe. That means, 
information can be existed in light and i can know it from 
various scientific discussion. Such as information transferring 
on optical fiber, information of starting and stopping TV 
which existed on the rays of light of remote etc. In that way 
the creator is also a super big computer compiler of light 

where good, bad, small, big, every kinds of knowledge exist 
and new knowledge have been made. As the first knowledge 

of computer compiler is to count in that way to me, the first 
knowledge of the creator also is counting but in a different 
way. But how, i don’t know. From the sense of count, numbers 
are made and from the number, every kinds of knowledge or 
information of mathematics are made. By the reason of 
extreme static force, extreme knowledge or information are 
made. 

3     RESULT 

If we implement this division mathematics by 
computer programming then the same expansion result can be 
found of expanding vertically and horizontally.  
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Algorithm 

----------- 
Concat of Subtract per matching to resulting of rest value is greater zero. 

1. initialize division result(quotient) by 1 (first multiplication term of 
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acceptable value less than or equal to dividend ahead) 

2. zero(divisor) multiplied by one(division result) then resulting is 

subtracted from dividend 

3. with remainder which is greater zero step 2 executed again by each 

matching of division procedure of first multiplication term of acceptable 

value less than or equal to dividend ahead. 

4. and subtracted value concatenating to previous division result. 

 
Java Environment Coding: 

consider 

dividend=a=1;  

divisor=b=0; 

division result(quotient)=c=1; 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

class OneDivideByZero{ 

int x,y,j; 

 

OneDivideByZero(int a,int b,int c){ 

x=a;  

y=b; 

j=c; 

} 

void printDivision(){ 

String result=""; 

 

        for(int d=1;x-(y*j)>0;d++) 

        { 

            result=(result+(x-(y*j))); 

 System.out.println("Result is:"+result); 

 

} 

} 

public static void main (String [] args){ 

    String result=""; 

OneDivideByZero m; 

m=new OneDivideByZero(1,0,1); 

//m.printDivision(); 

 

for(int d=1;m.x-(m.y*m.j)>0;d++) 

        { 

           result=(result+(m.x-(m.y*m.j))); 

 System.out.println("Result is:"+result); 

     } 

 } 

 

} 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                                                                                 

 
Out Put: 

 

4     METHODOLOGY 

I have used qualitative methods to gather information of knowing of 

various text, video and audio documents. 

5     CONCLUSION 

Finally, it is to me such like that, the controlling of all of everything with 

big bang also depends on the value of a constant which can be assigned by 

allah own or by the understanding power of human and other as a form of 

parameterized value (Sensoring). Like xαy, x=ky, k=x/y [expansion stop 

controlling depends on the value of k, it is uncount wish]. The things 

which are circular have been created as result of big bang, everything of 

them are revolving at own axis by depending on the value of this k with 

different velocity as a result of horizontal force and vertical force and 

reverse force of them. The value of k may also be zero and negative. There 

are different move have been created as a result of big bang for which 

different time have been created. To me, the purpose of human creation is 

to worship allah and understanding of this time and timelessness and this 

static forcedness. The continuous knowledge creating by the association of 

one to zero under statice force with the help of matchmatical logical 

demand is theory of everything. Space expanding is the move of time 

initial. 

Total Time, I mean, total move is surrounded by timelessness and 

staticness of foton. 
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